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Wormhole attack is a severe threat against ubiquitous sensor networks. It can be 

launched without compromising any legitimate node or cryptographic mechanisms, and 
often serves as a stepping stone for many serious attacks. Most existing countermeasures 
often make critical assumptions or require specialized hardware devices in the network. 
Those assumptions and requirements limit the applicability of previous approaches. In 
this work, we explore the impact of wormhole attacks on network connectivity topologies, 
and develop a simple distributed method to detect wormholes, called WormCircle. 
WormCircle relies solely on local connectivity information without any requirements on 
special hardware devices or making any rigorous assumptions on network properties. We 
establish the correctness of this design in continuous geometric domains and extend it 
into discrete networks. We evaluate the effectiveness in randomly deployed sensor net-
works through extensive simulations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Wireless ad hoc and sensor networks are emerging as promising techniques for 
various applications such as military, commerce, environment and ubiquitous computing. 
Security is crucial for those mission-critical applications, which often work in unattended 
and even hostile environment. One of the most severe security threats in ad hoc and sen-
sor networks is wormhole attack, which has been independently introduced in previous 
works [5, 10, 12]. In a wormhole attack, an adversary initially establishes a high-speed 
out-of-band link between two points in a multihop wireless network. The attacker’s link 
is referred to as a wormhole link or simply a wormhole. The adversary can capture and 
replay the packet signals in the physical layer or simply retransmit the packet in the link 
layer [5]. By establishing these wormhole tunnels, the attackers are able to attract and 
control a large amount of network traffic so as to launch a variety of attacks, such as, for- 
ward packets out of order, selectively drop specified packets, etc. More severely, by 
gathering packets, adversaries are able to analyze network traffic for cipher breaking, 
protocol reverse engineering, etc. Hence, wormhole attack can serve as a stepping stone 
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for many other more aggressive and severe attacks, and significantly imperil routing, 
localization, topology control, as well as many other network protocols [5]. Wormhole 
attack can be mounted in a passive mode without modifying any packet. Thus, a worm- 
hole attack can be launched successfully without compromising any legitimate node or 
breaking cryptographic mechanisms, and cannot be defended effectively by using only 
cryptographic techniques [5]. 

The wormhole attack problem has received considerable attentions recently. Many 
countermeasures have been proposed to detect wormholes in wireless ad hoc and sensor 
networks. Some approaches [5, 15] explore node locations information to check the vio- 
lence of communication range bound. Some methods utilize tight global clock synchroniza-
tion [5] or special hardware equipped [2] etc. to verify the packet transmission latency 
due to wormholes relay. Some approaches capture the existence of physical infeasibility 
links by neighbor witness, which require the directionality of antenna communication [4], 
attack-free environment during the deployment phase [7], and the assistance of some 
location-aware mobile node [8]. Some approaches utilize communication graph constraints 
to detect wormholes. Such methods assumes the existence of guard nodes with extra- 
ordinary communication range [11], a central controller calculating the network layout 
[14], UDG graph model [9]. Other approaches use statistical analysis to catch abnormal 
routing selection [13], increased neighbor number, and decreased lengths of shortest 
paths [1] etc. To summarize, most existing solutions of wormhole detection require specia- 
lized hardware devices or making strong assumptions, which largely restrict their appli- 
cability in large-scale resource-constrained sensor networks. It is of great necessity and 
challenge to design an effective wormhole detection method while relaxing those critical 
assumptions. 

In this design, we develop a simple distributed algorithm for wormhole detection in 
wireless ad hoc and sensor networks, using only the communication graph, and not mak-
ing unrealistic assumptions. Our method does not assume any special hardware devices, 
special guard nodes, or location measurements (including angular or distance informa-
tion). More importantly, we do not force that the communication graph follows the unit 
disk graph model or quasi unit disk graph model. Specifically, our wormhole detection 
algorithm is motivated by an observation that a legitimate multihop wireless network 
deployed on the surface of a geometric terrain (possibly with irregular boundaries, inner 
obstacles), while the wormholes in the network inevitably change the network connec- 
tivity topology, resulting in some forbidden structures that we call wormhole circles. Our 
method locates the wormhole by identifying wormhole circles. 

This paper is organized as follows. We first describe the basic principle of Worm- 
Circle in section 2 and present the localized WormCircle protocol in section 3. In section 
4, we evaluate our design through comprehensive simulations, and conclude this work in 
section 5. 

2. BASIC WORMCIRCLE ALGORITHM 

In this section, we present our initial attempt, WormCircle, which detects wormholes 
by observing variations on network topologies. Normally, a wireless multihop network is 
deployed on the surface of a geometric environment, such as a plane or a rough terrain. In 
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the continuous setting, a legitimate network is considered as a geometric surface (plane, 
terrain) area with a certain number of boundaries (including inner holes). We refer to the 
surface of the legitimate network as the original surface. A wormhole link is a continuous 
line segment of short length that connects two points on the surface. We first explain the 
main idea of WormCircle in a continuous space, and then describe the detection algo- 
rithm in discrete networks. At the end of this section, we summarize the advantages and 
limitations of WormCircle. 

In the paper, we adopt the typical assumptions on wormholes. Adversaries launch a 
wormhole attack at the physical layer, and do not need to hold any legitimate network 
identification, compromise any cryptographic resources or network nodes. We assume 
that the nodes deployed by the adversary have not valid network entity and do not be-
come part of the network, which makes the wormhole attack unobservable to the upper 
layers of the network. We assume that existing cryptographic authentication mechanisms 
ensure the integrity and authenticity of the replayed messages in routing and transport 
layer, such as symmetric cryptography [3, 6]. Furthermore, the adversary can place nodes 
at arbitrary places in the network. 
 
2.1 WormCircle Principle 
 

The idea of WormCircle comes from a physical phenomenon in the wave propaga-
tion. Let us consider a network deployed with high density on a Euclidean plane. We se-
lect a root point s and initiate a circular wave from s. On the continuous plane, the points 
with the same distance to s form a wavefront around s, and the propagation of the wave 
can be treated as the process of the wavefront growing from s. When there are no worm-
holes, the wavefront of distance t from s forms a t-distant isoline around s (The isoline 
might be broken by holes on the plane and we will discuss it later), as shown in Fig. 1 (a). 
On the other hand, if there exist wormholes, an interesting phenomenon happens. As 
shown in Fig. 1 (b), bold lines depict two wormholes in the network. When the wave 
front arrives at one endpoint of a wormhole, it rapidly goes through the wormhole link 
and at the other endpoint of the wormhole and the outgoing wavefront forms small circles 
around the wormhole endpoint. We borrow a physical term here and name such circles 
wormhole diffraction circles (wormhole circles for short). The wormhole circles are spe-
cific symptoms in the network infected by wormholes. The main idea of WormCircle is to 
detect the wormhole circles, and then locate the wormhole accurately. 

       
 (a) Wavefront circles with no wormholes. (b) Wavefront circles with two wormholes. 

Fig. 1. WormCircle in continuous domains. 
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To detect a wormhole circle, we need to differentiate it with the legitimate isoline 
circles around the root point. There is an obvious difference between them. For the legi- 
timate isoline circle C in the plane, its perimeter is PC = 2πR, where R is the isoline dis-
tance. For the wormhole circle Cw with the same isoline distance R, however, its perime-
ter PCw = 2π(R − r) is much smaller than the expected length 2πR, where r is the distance 
from the import endpoint of the wormhole to the root. Thus, we are able to distinguish the 
two types of circles by tracing their perimeters and distance from the root. 

 
2.2 WormCircle Algorithm in Discrete 
 

We validate the principle of WormCircle in the discrete wireless networks, and de-
sign a distributed algorithm to detect the wormhole circles. We apply the node connec-
tivity to verify the local continuity and utilize network hop count to approximate the real 
distance. Similar techniques of distance approximation also have been used by Wang et 
al. in their boundary detection algorithm [16]. Specifically, WormCircle first selects a 
root node and build a shortest path tree, and labels each node with a level according to its 
distance to the root node. WormCircle then traces the perimeter along the nodes of the 
same level and detects the isoline circles through their connectivity. We explain the pro-
cedure by an example shown in Fig. 2, which is a discrete version of example in Fig. 1. 
Endpoints of the two wormholes residing in this example are identified as 1 and 2. Fig. 2 
(b) illustrates the detection result. The isoline circles are detected and shown by single- 
line and double-line circles. The bold single-line circles around the root node are legiti-
mate as their perimeters are compliant to their isoline distance level, but the double-line 
circles around the outgoing ends of the two wormholes are apparently of smaller perime-
ters to their isoline levels.  

We then present the details on how to launch WormCircle distributedly. Initially, a 
root is randomly selected from the nodes in a distributed manner. The root floods the 
network and a shortest path tree is built. The nodes with the same hop count fall in the 
same isoline, and are said to be of the same level. Apparently, the selection of root deter-
mines the level of each node and the structure of isolines. It thus affects the detection 
accuracy of WormCircle. For example, the symptom of wormhole circles will disappear if 
the selected root node is of equal distance to the two endpoints of a wormhole. We dis-
cuss such cases in the later. We then present the procedure about tracing isoline circles. 
WormCircle first launches a restricted flooding from an arbitrary node in the strip and 
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1
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(a) Shortest path tree.    (b) Isoline circles around wormhole endpoints. 

Fig. 2. WormCircle approach in discrete networks. 
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builds a shortest path tree. In this shortest path tree, there are some pairs of nodes con-
nected with each other but with their least common ancestor far away. They are called as 
cut pairs [16]. WormCircle selects one arbitrary cut pair among the leaf nodes and con-
nects them. Then, WormCircle can trace back from the two cut pair nodes to obtain a 
candidate isoline cycle. Note that due to the insufficient density and randomness of node 
deployment, the nodes of the same level L sometimes may not be able to connect them- 
selves together. WormCircle relaxes the constraints and traces the circles among a node 
strip with width k (e.g., for k = 2, the strip is composed of nodes with level L and L + 1). 
After detecting the isoline circles, WormCircle estimates the perimeter of the circle and 
compares it with the isoline level to determine whether or not the detected isoline circle is 
a wormhole circle. As before mentioned in the continuous case, for the legitimate isoline 
circle C in the plane, its perimeter PC = 2πR, where R is the isoline level. In the discrete 
network, we qualify a legitimate circle by the ratio between the perimeter and the level. 
The legitimate ratio is required to be greater than a threshold. 

Although WormCircle offers the favorable applicability and demands on least as-
sumptions, it is not perfect. In some cases, the symptom of wormhole circles may become 
inconspicuous or even invisible. When the two end points of a wormhole are of nearly 
equal hop counts to the root node, there will be no wormhole circles formed around the 
wormhole ends. The failure of WormCircle is mainly due to the unfavorable choice of the 
root node in the process of constructing the shortest path tree. It is clear that the detection 
rate can be improved if WormCircle is launched multiple times independently, when mul-
tiple different root nodes are used to build the shortest path tree. As shown in later exper- 
iments, it will significantly increase the detection rate when launching the basic Worm- 
Circle two or three times. 

3. LOCALIZED WORMCIRCLE ALGORITHM  

We describe the basic WormCircle in the foregoing section. The basic WormCircle 
identify the wormhole-infection symptom on a global shortest path tree, which make the 
detection effectiveness of basic WormCircle greatly depend on the location of the tree 
root. Certainly, as a global structure, the shortest path tree also needs the cooperation in 
the whole network. It is highly desirable to relax these limitations. In the section, we pro-
pose the improved method, called localized WormCircle. Localized WormCircle does not 
need to build a global shortest path tree, and make each node utilize only localized con- 
nectivity information to locate wormholes. As mentioned before, finding the proper worm- 
hole symptom is the key to design a good countermeasure. Apparently, given local infor- 
mation, localized WormCircle only can detect localized deviation phenomenon in net- 
work topologies. Hence, the major challenges of this design lie in how to explore the 
local impacts caused by wormhole to characterize wormholes. Similarly, in the rest of this 
section, we first characterize the topological features of wormholes in the continuous 
domain, and then discuss its practical running in the discrete networks. 
 
3.1 Locally Characterizing Wormholes 
 

We classify wormholes into three categories in the continuous domain, according to 
their topological impacts in the local. For α-class wormhole, both of its two endpoints 
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locate inside the original surface. β-class wormhole has one endpoint inside original sur-
face and the other on the boundary. γ -class wormhole has both its endpoints on the boun- 
dary. For example, the two wormholes shown in Fig. 1 are both of α-class. Wormholes 
of different categories indeed imply the different difficulty to detect. For an α-class 
wormhole, it can be detected by WormCircle as long as the selected root is close to either 
endpoint. While for the β-class wormhole, the root must be more close to the boundary 
endpoint in the upside. Thus, β-class wormhole is more difficult to detect than α-class 
for basic WormCircle. Clearly, a γ -class wormhole and a common bridge are indistin-
guishable from the local neighborhood. Hence, the γ -class wormholes cannot be detected 
with only using localized connectivity information accurately. 

We mainly analyze the topological impact of the first two classes wormholes. Given 
the original surface S with wormholes, d(x, y) denotes the geodesic distance between x 
and y in S. For an arbitrary point p in S and a small constant ε > 0, the ε closed neighbor- 
hood of p is denoted as ε(p) = {x ∈ S | d(x, p) ≤ ε}. Further, we define the ε-shell of p as 

( ) = { | ( , ) = }.p x S d x pε ε∈  We then analyze how the different class of wormholes affects 
the topological structures of ε-shell of a point. Suppose there are no wormholes in S and 
let p be an inside point in S. Apparently, if ε is small enough, ε-shell of p will contain 
only one connected branch that is a cycle. Wormholes can change the structure of a ε- 
shell. Comparably, suppose that p locate at one endpoint of a α-class wormhole. It is 
clear to see that the small ε-shell of p will contain two cycles. In Proposition 1, we pre-
sent more details about the local impact of wormholes in continuous domains. We can use 
Proposition 1 to detect wormholes in continuous topology surface, and each point can 
make decisions solely on its local information. That is the key idea of the localized Worm- 
Circle. 
 
Proposition 1  Let S be a plane region attached with one wormhole w, if there exist a 
point p in S and a positive constant ε, such that 
 
• the ε-shell of p comprises two cycles, then w is a α-class wormhole and two endpoints 

of w locate in ε(p). 
• the ε-shell of p comprises only one cycle and contains tow or more connected branches, 

w is a β-class wormhole and two endpoints of w locate in ε(p).  
 

3.2 Tracing Wormholes Locally 
 

To implement the localized WormCircle in the discrete wireless networks, we also 
employ the node connectivity to verify the local continuity and utilize network hop count 
to approximate the geometric distance as in previous section. The main processes of lo-
calized WormCircle are as follows. Each node first obtains the connection relationship of 
its k hop neighbors. Each node then can locally detects whether there exists wormhole in 
its k hop neighbors according to the principles in Proposition 1. We use the instances in 
Fig. 3 to illustrate the procedure, where the original network are randomly deployed on 
the rectangle region with 616 nodes and average degree 7.9. One α-class and one β-class 
wormhole are placed in the network in Figs. 3 (a) and (b), respectively. We then discuss 
more details about the running of Localized WormCircle. 
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1 1

  

1 1

 
(a)                                (b) 

Fig. 3. Detect the α-class wormhole in (a) and β-class wormhole in (b). 

3.2.1 Procedures of localized wormcircle 
 

Initially, each node obtains the connection relationship of its k hop neighbors. This 
can be achieved by exchanging neighboring list iteratively with constant times. k is con-
stant and relies on the node distribution and topology density (generally it is set to 4 or 5 
in our experiment). Once a node acquires the connection of its local neighbors, it selects 
the neighbors in the strip from l to k hops, 3 ≤ l ≤ k − 1. Each node easily determines there 
are how many connected components in the strip. If there are two and more components, 
the node further validates whether some of these connected components form skeleton 
isoline circles in them. For each component, the node seeks a skeleton circle exactly as 
what we do for tracing isoline circles in the basic WormCircle. In the example of Fig. 3 
(a), the big dot node in Fig. 3 (a) select its neighbors of 4 and 5 hops as the strip nodes, 
and discovers the strip forming two connected components. The big node further recog-
nizes the two connected components as two discrete circles. The big node hereby reports 
that there is a α-class wormhole in local neighbors, according to Proposition 1. Similarly, 
the big node in Fig. 3 (b) finds two connected branches and one circle, thus infers that one 
β-class wormhole exists among its neighbors. Note that if there are only one component, 
the node cannot just conclude that no wormhole in its local neighbors. It is different with 
the continuous case due to the network discreteness. We explain this case in the next. 
 
3.2.2 Detecting combined circles 
 

We now explain why it needs further detection when there is only one connected 
component. We consider the problem shown in the Fig. 4 (a), where there is one α-class 
wormhole. The thin lines denote the connection between the 4 and 5 hops neighbors of 
the big dot node. The expected two components are combined into one due to the relative 
closeness of the tow endpoints of the wormhole. Clearly, though there is only one con-
nected component, the combined component is different with a discrete circle greatly. 
We hope our method is able to identify it as two combined circles. 

For such the combined component, we can still find one circle as done in basic 
WormCircle. We select one shortest circle from all candidate circles, as the bold lines 
show in Fig. 4 (a). We call the circle primary circle. To distinguish combined circles, we 
need to conduct the following extra steps. We perform a restricted flood from the primary 
circle in the combined component, and build a shortest path tree with multiple sources, 
the nodes in the primary circle, denoted by thin lines in Fig. 4 (b). In the multiple-source 
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(a)                                (b) 
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(c)                                (d) 

Fig. 4. Detect combined circles; (a) Primary circle; (b) Shortest path tree from primary circle; (c) 
(d) Find the combined circles. 

shortest path tree, we try to find cut pairs using the same the criterion of cut pair as trac-
ing wormhole circle in basic WormCircle. The triangles and squares in Fig. 4 (b) denote 
the found nodes in the cut pairs. We can connect two cut pair nodes and trace back to 
their roots the primary circle in the multiple-source shortest path tree. Thus, we obtain a 
portion curve of the second circle, denoted as the light grey lines in Fig. 4 (c), which ad-
hering to the primary circle. Accordingly, the second circle is found successfully, and it 
shares a common segment with the primary circle, denoted by the double lines in Fig. 4 (d). 
 
3.3 Discussion on Localized WormCircle 
 

In the section, we present some discussion on localized WormCircle. The first prob-
lem involves how to locate the wormhole when multiple nodes all report the same worm-
hole. In this work, we do not focus on accurately differentiating and locating the worm-
hole link. When several nodes are close to the same endpoints of a wormhole, probably 
all detect the occurrence of the wormhole. The alerts for the wormhole can be aggregated 
and report that the small region is under wormhole attacks. This generally provides suf-
ficient information for further response to a wormhole attack [9]. Moreover, there also 
exists the case that one wormhole can be reported as α-class by one node while is re-
ported as β-class by other nodes. In such case, the wormhole preferably is reported to be 
of α-class. Note that it is not the objective of localized WormCircle to distinguish accu-
rately the class of wormhole. 

We mainly consider the solutions for one single wormhole in the before, since the 
algorithm is purely localized. When multiple wormholes emerge concurrently in the net-
work, symptom of multiple wormholes may interfere with one another due to the network 
discreteness. We now analyze how the combination of multiple wormholes influences 
localized WormCircle. Apparently, if the endpoints of multiple wormholes distance each 
other far away, each one can be detected as a single wormhole respectively. However, 
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(a)                                (b) 

Fig. 5. Impact of two close wormholes on localized WormCircle. 

when the endpoints are close to each other, the problem may become complex. Consider 
one example in Fig. 5 (a), where exist two β-class wormholes. The endpoints of these 
two wormholes are close to each other. If there is no wormhole 2, the big node can find 
two connected components in its 2 to 3 hops neighbors, and detects wormhole 1 as β-class 
wormhole. However, the big node cannot detect wormhole 1 any more after wormhole 2 
is added and connects the original tow components into one. Symmetrically, some nodes 
that originally are able to detect the wormhole 2 also fail due to the existence of worm-
hole 1. Intuitively, if the endpoints of wormholes are very close to each other, the impact 
of two wormholes should be regarded as one. Indeed, the tow wormholes can be detected 
as one β-class wormhole by some nodes, shown as the big node in Fig. 5 (b). We say the 
two β-class wormholes are coupled with each other. Similarly, two α-class wormholes 
can also be coupled. Fortunately, it is not difficult to see that the coupled α-class worm-
holes can be tackled as detecting the combined circles. We omit more discussion due to 
space limitation. 

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In the section, we conduct extensive simulations under various situations to evaluate 
the effectiveness of our approach. By varying the node placement, node density, as well 
as the number and type of wormholes inside the network, we evaluate the success rate of 
detecting wormholes by the basic WormCircle (denoted as BW) and localized WormCir-
cle (denoted as LW). 
 
4.1 Simulation Setup and Evaluation Approach 
 

In our simulations, the basic network setting is as follows. 6400 nodes are deployed 
in an 800m by 800m square area, and a single wormhole is attached in the network. We 
evaluate the algorithms with parameters in three orthogonal dimensions, node distribution 
model, wormhole classification, and topology density. 
 
4.1.1 Node distribution model 
 

Nodes are deployed using two models in our simulations: random placement and per-
turbed grid. In the random placement model, the x and y coordinates of each node inde-
pendently follows a uniformly random distribution on the region. Such a distribution mo- 
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dels the network where nodes are randomly deployed throughout the field, e.g., dropping 
sensors from an airplane. Such a model contains irregularities in the network topology. 
The perturbed grid model deploys nodes on a grid and then perturbs each node with a 
random shift. We place nodes in an 80 × 80 grid, then shift each node with a random 
offset of at most one unit width. This model often is adopted to approximate manual de-
ployments of nodes, corresponding more closely to planned organizations of a wireless 
network. It provides a uniform fill of sensors into the field. 
 
4.1.2 Wormhole classification 
 

As mentioned before, different classes of wormhole are of different difficulty to de-
tect. We verify the effectiveness of our approaches about wormholes in varying classes. 
In each simulation, we randomly place an α-class or β-class wormhole with at least 4 
hops span in the network. More concretely, the nodes in the network locating near on the 
borderline of square area are regarded as boundary nodes. One wormhole endpoint is 
considered to locate at the boundary of the network, if the allured nodes by the endpoint 
are distant to a boundary node within k hops, e.g. 3 hops. Otherwise, the wormhole end-
point is said to be inside the network. To construct an α-class wormhole, both its end-
points are positioned to the random places inside of the network. For β-class wormhole, 
one endpoint is randomly placed to be inside, and the other on the boundary. 
 
4.1.3 Topology density 
 

As remarked before, since the node density is an important factor in our algorithms. 
We use basic UDG model to build the network. Although our detection approach does 
not require any specific communication model for the network, UDG model is conve- 
nient to configure the network. We vary the communication radius of sensors from 13 
meters to 26 meters, yielding average node degrees from 5 to 20. 
 
4.1.4 Evaluation approach 
 

In the each simulation, after constructing the network according to above parameters, 
the basic WormCircle and localized WormCircle are launched to detect the wormhole 
respectively. As discussed before, using multiple roots in basic WormCircle would en-
hance the detection capability. Hence, we vary the number of roots in basic WormCircle 
to verify the improvement in each simulation. The isoline width is another important ad-
justable parameter for the both methods in the discrete network, since it used for tracing 
isoline in both basic and localized WormCircle. (1) For localized WormCircle, we change 
the isoline width from 1 to 3. Specifically, the neighboring nodes are selected in 3 hops, 
from 3 to 4 hops, 3 to 5 hops respectively; (2) For basic WormCircle, we just show the 
results when setting isoline width to be 3. For each set of simulation with fixed parame-
ters, we compute and evaluate a detection result with repeating 500 times with random 
network generation and wormholes. Note that during our simulation we also test our ap-
proach on various network configures, such as adapting the model of quasi UDG, chang-
ing the fields of different shapes instead of square area, and obtain consistent results. We 
omit presenting the results due to the space limitation. 
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Fig. 6. Wormhole detection rates for different configurations. P, R, C1, C2 in the legend indicate 
the distribution model of perturbed grid, random, α and β-class wormhole respectively. The 
figures (a-d) show the experiments where node distribution models are all of perturbed grid, 
while figures (e-h) display the random case. The figures (a, b, e, f) present the results for α-
class wormhole, and the figures (c, d, g, h) show for β-class wormholes. Width N in the 
legend denotes the isoline width of N. Root N means running basic WormCircle in N times. 
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4.2 Analyzing the Result 
 

Fig. 6 shows all our performance results of basic WormCircle and localized Worm- 
Circle for two types of distribution models, two types of wormhole. In general, the fol-
lowing four groups of observations can be obtained from the results. 
 
• Effectiveness of WormCircle: Localized WormCircle provides very good results with 

100% detection rate when the network with good connectivity. Basic WormCircle also 
achieves high (> 80%) detection rate when with multiple roots. Localized WormCircle 
achieve more higher detection rate than basic WormCircle. 

• Impact of Node Placement: Given other parameters, such as average node density, de-
tection method, wormhole types, the detection performance gets worse as the random-
ness of node deployment increases, from comparing respectively the upper and lower 
four figures in Fig. 6. 

• Impact of Different Types of Wormholes: Given other parameters, the detection rate of 
α-class wormhole is bigger than β-class wormhole, from comparing respectively the 
left and right four figures in Fig. 6. 

• Impact of Topology Density: The detection rate generally increases as the node density 
increases. Nevertheless, we also notice the irregular phenomenon in Fig. 6 (b) where 
the detection rate decreases as the node density increases when node degree is above 
10. This mainly is because that when node density is relatively low, e.g. < 10, in per-
turbed grid model, the probability of successfully detecting wormhole circle increase 
greatly with the increase of node density. Nevertheless, when node density is relatively 
high, e.g. > 10, the probability of successfully detecting wormhole circle increase slowly 
with the increase of node density, since the successful probability has approached to 1. 
On the other hand, with the increase of communication radius, the hop distance from 
root to wormhole endpoints decreases. This leads to that the difference between the 
two distances from root to each wormhole endpoint decreases. Consequently, some 
wormhole circles may be indistinguishable or even disappear. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The wormhole attack is a severe threat to wireless ad hoc and sensor networks. Most 
existing countermeasures either require specialized hardware devices or have strong as-
sumptions on the network, limiting their applicability in resource-constrained sensor net-
works. In this work, we explore the impact of wormhole attacks on the network topology, 
and develop two simple distributed detection methods, the basic and localized WormCir-
cle. They rely solely on local connectivity information without any additional require-
ments on special hardware devices or making strong assumptions on network properties. 
WormCircle makes successful attempt to detect wormholes merely using local connec-
tivity without any rigorous requirements and assumptions. 
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